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1 Introduction

With the use of information systems like Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Workflow-Management-Systeme (WfMS), Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and Supply Chain Management (SCM) processes are executed, monitored and data is generated. Process mining tools like ARIS, Disco, Celonis business intelligence, ProM, Rbminer/Dbminer and many more are able to process these data sets and offer various application areas like mining, conformance and extension.

The key area of application is the discovery/mining of process models based on the data provided by the information system. The purpose of the newly discovered process model is analysis and optimization. Analysis includes visualization of control- and data-flow as well as finding bottlenecks, run-time analysis, determine involved actors and many more [27, 32]. The other important area of application which relates to this thesis is conformance checking. Conformance checks compare a generated process model (Actual-Model) with an ideal process model (Target-Model). This comparison helps to determine where the differences between the two processes lay. Detecting differences leads to adaption and/or rethinking [2]. Adaption means to adapt the real world process in order to converge to the target-model. Rethinking means to review the ideal process maybe it is not ideal.

By now the purpose of conformance checks is to compare generated process models with ideal process models. Modern organizations need to adapt their processes to secure their business. To do so they need to compare real world processes. For example, comparing the production of the same good in two different facilities can show why one facility is faster in producing the good then the other. Besides comparing two different real world processes comparing one process at different points in time could also be from interest. An example would be a facility which produces one type of good over the period from 2013 to 2014. Comparing the years 2013 and 2014 can lead to an answer why in 2013 the good was produced 5 percent faster.

When such differences between two processes are calculated it is necessary to visualize the information in a way the user can understand where the processes differ from each other. The gained knowledge obtained by this comparison can be used to analyze, optimize and merge two processes.
1.1 Contribution and Research Methodology

This thesis contributes to previous work in the field of process mining. The thesis builds on the concept introduced by [43], whose goal was to develop a concept and a visualization approach for the difference analysis. Based on this concept a literature research targeting visualization approaches was performed. These visualization approaches are part of a survey. The result of the survey will affect the prototype implementation. The goal of this thesis is to implement a prototype which visualizes the difference between two processes. The following is considered to be contributed in this work:

- Based on a literature research several visualizations how the difference can be visualized are shown. To secure the best visualization is chosen an evaluation will be conducted.
- Combining the concept and evaluation results in a way to be able to build a prototype. The prototype will use already implemented mining algorithms for process model generation. These models are then used for difference calculation and visualization.

1.2 Structure of Thesis

The thesis is structured as followed, Section 2 gives a brief introduction in process mining to understand the fundamentals. Section 3 introduces the difference graph concept based on [43]. Based upon this concept Section 4 discusses several ways how the difference graph can be visualized. In order to find the best suiting representation an evaluation was conducted which is part of Section 6. Section 7 and 8 cover the implementation process of the prototype which brings together the concept and the evaluation. Sections 9 and 10 wrap up the thesis by summarizing what was achieved and which future research can be build up on this thesis.

1.3 Related Work and Overview

Building and visualization of a difference graph is an interdisciplinary field. It uses knowledge from visualization [41, 25, 6, 37, 38], business processes [1, 55, 2, 57, 32, 27] and analysis [53, 34]. In order to build a difference graph, first a process model [43, 2] is needed. It is generated through process mining techniques [12, 4, 5, 18] which combines the knowledge from business processes and analysis. How such a model is generated and which information is necessary to build a process model is part of Section 2.

Building the difference between two graphical representations has been in research for years [3, 13]. Directly building the difference of process models generated from instance traffic is addressed in [53]. The author states that his approach uses the instance traffic to calculate more and less important parts of two process models and expresses their equality by a value between 0 and 1. The approaches have in common that they map the difference to one single value.
With only one value it can not be understood where the differences between two process models can be found. The only knowledge available is that there is a difference. A graphical visualization where the differences are calculated for each node and edge can show exactly where two models are different.

To be able to build a graphical visualization for the difference graph knowledge from the fields business processes and visualization has to be combined. The fields have a long history together, one of the first visualization approaches were Petri Nets [55]. Since then many different visualization languages for business processes have arose [44, 50, 54]. A rather uncommon type of visualization is 3D [38, 37] visualization. But so far no paper addresses the discussion if a 2D or 3D representation should be preferred for visualizing a difference graph. This topic is addressed in Section 4.1.

A combined approach for the three fields visualization, business processes and analysis is presented in [43]. The authors give an introduction how the difference of two process models generated from instance traffic can be calculated and visualized. The authors showed a visualization approach but did not evaluate their approach. To extend their work Section 4.2 covers a literature research with the goal to find the best suiting visualization for the difference of two process models. The research showed many possible ways how the difference can be visualized. An evaluation was conducted to determine which of the styles stated in Section 4.3 should be used to visualize the difference between two process models. Afterwards an implementation of the difference graph concept, shown in Section 8, is performed.

2 Fundamentals of Process Mining

The following sections will give an introduction where the information to build a process model can be gathered from and how this information is transformed into a process model through process mining algorithms. To distinguish between these algorithms three categories will be presented. Afterwards four quality criteria will be introduced to analyze the output quality of the algorithms. This quality criteria will be discussed and should show if there is one specific category or algorithm which has to be considered for the difference calculation.

2.1 From a Log to a Model

Computer driven work and usage of information systems is an indispensable part of modern business. This leads to a wealth of data which companies generate. To support decision making it is important to gain knowledge from this data. Data mining is a process where knowledge is extracted from data. It can be distinguished into descriptive mining which allows to characterize the data and predictive mining to allow predictions based on the data. The extracted knowledge should explain the data for example through decision rules or decision trees. In order to analyze processes it is no suitable technology because the structural dependencies are the relevant information which processes contain. Derived from data
mining was process mining which also extracts structural patterns with the focus on discovery of structural models for example process models.

Process models visualize the dependencies between activities of business processes. There are many different process modeling languages to represent these process models for example Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN), Event-driven Process Chains (EPC) or Petri Nets. To be able to support a wide area of application the difference analysis does not require a specific modeling language. It only needs a process model. This work is built on the process model definition from [43]. They define a process model as a directed connected graph \((N, E)\), where \(N\) is defined as a set of nodes and \(E\) a set of directed control edges. Each node consists of an unique id, label and node type. \(E \subseteq N \times N\) is a set of directed edges between nodes. Some additional requirements are that there is one defined start node which has no incoming edges and one defined end node which has no outgoing edges. Furthermore each node has to be on a path between start node and end node. A simple process model is illustrated in Figure 1. It consists of four labeled nodes with weights and four weighted edges. The edge from node „A“ to node „B“ has a weight of two while all other nodes have a weight of one. Node „A“ is the start of the process and it ends with node „D“, both have a weight of two. The weight expresses the instance traffic, more details about instance traffic can be found in Section 3.2. The process for this example was executed two times. The first execution comprised activities „A“, „B“, „C“, „D“ and the second activities „A“, „B“, „D“. In this example a weight of two represents two executions. Activities „A“, „B“, „D“ where executed two times and activity „C“ was executed once. Every edge consists of a weight, edges represent the execution order, for example, after activity „A“ was executed activity „B“ followed. The behavior that activity „B“ followed activity „A“ was observed two times therefore the weight for edge „A“ to „B“ is two.

The information which activities where executed in which order is stored in log files. These logs can be extracted from tools like Workflow-Management-Systems (WMS), Enterprise-Resource-Planning-Systems (ERP) or Costumer-Relationship-Management-System (CRM). Even without such tools it is possible to generate a log because a minimum log only consists of two components, i.e., activities and traces [55, 58]. Table 1 shows a minimal log. An activity cor-
responds to an execution step in a process and a trace is an identifier for a set of chronologically ordered activities obtained from one process instance. Table 1 shows the corresponding process log from which Figure 1 was generated. Trace 1 shows an instance which was started by executing activity „A“ after that activities „B“, „C“ where executed and it was completed with „D“. These traces are summarized to build a process log. This log describes why the weight for the edge from node „A“ to node „B“ is 2. There are two entries in the log for this edge. Trace 1 has an entry for activity „A“ and then activity „B“ is executed trace 2 shows the same order for activity „A“ and „B“. An important thing to notice is that trace 2 started before trace 1 was completed. This is no problem. It would also be possible that trace 2 starts and ends before trace 1 the order of traces is not important for generating a process model. It is required that for each trace the activities are in the order of execution. For example if trace 1 activity „A“ and trace 1 activity „B“ will swap places in the log but activity „A“ is still performed before activity „B“ it will be a violation and the log is inconsistent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: This table shows a simple process log which corresponds to the process model shown in Figure 1. It consists of seven entries from two instances with four different activities.

In addition to activities and traces logs allow to store timestamps, role of execution and many more attributes. Additional data leads to additional knowledge which can be derived through process mining, for example with role of execution, relations between performers can be extracted by mining the organizational perspective. [57] A major advantage of process mining is that a log only needs activists and traces, it is not important how the log is obtained or from which system the data is extracted, the only thing that matters are activities and traces.

For the difference analysis a minimal log is sufficient because it is possible to generate a process model representing the log. To extend its usability the prototype implementation provided in this thesis will although require a timestamp. This is not considered as a problem because most of the available logs contain timestamps [45]. Timestamps allow to select instances specific to their
time of occurrence. For example a log contains traces from 2012 to 2014 and the difference analysis should be applied to analyze the difference between the years 2013 and 2014. One thing to consider is that the timestamp has to be obtained consistent before or after each activity. It is not suitable to record the timestamp sometimes before and sometimes after an activity because this will falsify the process model.

2.2 Differences of Mining Algorithms

It was mentioned before that the log is transformed into a process model therefore so called mining algorithms are needed. The procedure how the process model is generated is different for each mining algorithm, but they can be grouped into three categories [27, 2].

**Algorithmic techniques** produce on same input always the same output. This category was the first invented in the area of process mining [58]. Based on an algorithm the process model is generated step by step some major mining algorithms are the alpha miner [58], fuzzy miner [12] and heuristics miner [5].

**Genetic process mining** [4] uses an evolutionary approach which consists of several steps. The initialization step generates multiple random process models. A fitness function is applied to each model to measure how good it represents the log file. Followed by a selection of models for example only take the best fitting 50 percent. Afterwards genetic operations like crossover and mutation are used to generate new individuals (process models). They are the basis of the next generation if the termination criteria is not met, if the termination criteria is met a process model was found.

**Region based algorithms** [18, 7] transform the process log into a transition system and with the theory of regions a transition system is transformed into a Petri Net. A transition system describes the possible states the process can be in and the transitions between this states.

Each of these algorithms produces a process model. For this reason it is theoretically not necessary to use a specific algorithm for the difference analysis but there are some considerations stated in Section 7.2 which influence the choice of algorithms for the prototype implementation.

In order to preselect mining algorithms research was done but [2] show that there is no perfect mining algorithm. They have analyzed different kinds of algorithms. Their example shows that in certain categories they achieve better and worse results.

From a process model it is expected that it is representative for the data stored within the log. But to achieve a good representation the mining algorithm has to solve a tradeoff between four quality criteria [27, 2]. The **fitness** criterion states if it is possible to retrace every trace from the log with the process model. **Precision** and **generalization** measure if the model is overfitting or underfitting. A model is called overfitting if it allows only the behavior stored within the log file this model has a good precision. Underfitting measures if the model allows additional behavior because the log might not be complete. Therefore it is more general. **Simplicity** or sometimes called **structure** measures if the model
makes good use of the vocabulary provided by the modeling language. A language often provides different ways to express the same behavior. One or some of these ways might be preferred over others because it is a "better" representation [52]. This quality criteria show that it is always a balancing act that the mining algorithm tries to perform as good as possible.

On basis of this criteria a restriction to certain algorithms for the difference analysis is not possible, since any algorithm can provide the desired results under certain circumstances. Sometimes it is necessary to choose a higher degree of precision while other times the generalization stands in the foreground [27]. To know that these four criteria do not allow a restriction is very important in the later stage of this work. Section 7.2 covers the selection of mining algorithms for the prototype implementation.

2.3 Process Mining Applications

Creating process models, social networks or other organizational models with a mining algorithm which operates on data stored within log files is called process discovery. Process mining does also consist of two additional application areas conformance [51, 2] and extension [2].

If an organization already has process models, it can perform a **conformance check**. In order to do this a log of the corresponding process is needed and a model which was crafted by hand or some other process discovery method. To do a conformance check for each trace in the log it will be checked if the model expresses this behavior [33]. To get a sense if the model is a good representation of the log file the before mentioned quality criteria come in handy. With these criteria it is possible to understand where the model has a lack of information and what was represented very well. This information helps to understand differences between the model and the real world because real world processes are under continuous transformation. An example area of application is the combination of conformance checking and WFMS. The model which is used to execute the workflow can be extracted and checked if it is a good representation of the corresponding real world process. This helps to minimize deviations between WFMS and real world. [2]

**Extension** allows to add additional information to an existing process model based on data which is stored within the log. Areas of application are the adaptation of, for example, execution models like the model from a WFMS or to add information to models which are used for simulation purposes. For example if the log contains timestamps it is possible to add this information to the model and with simulation new information like cycle time or bottlenecks can be discovered.

The difference analysis cannot be assigned to all of the above mentioned areas of application. First process discovery is used to extract the process model of two input processes. Then conformance is used to determine the differences between these two models with the adaptation that the difference is not expressed by quality criteria. In fact, it is represented through a generated graph. More details about the underlying concept gives the following section.
2.4 Conclusion

This section covers a discussion why a simple log file with only activities and traces stores enough information to build a difference graph. For the prototype implementation it is not possible to implement every available mining algorithm. Therefore a mining algorithm has to be chosen. The discussion showed that it is not adequate to use a specific mining technique to build a process model, because every one of them has advantages and disadvantages. Therefore the used categories to group the algorithms come in handy. With these three categories it is possible to select at least one algorithm from each category to have a wide spread of algorithms available for the prototype implementation.

3 Difference Graph Concept

Due to a variety of models that already exist within a company comparison of these models offers additional information. Comparing models based only with true or false is not suitable according to [53]. They propose a system that the similarity of models should be expressed by a number between 0 and 1. However, this method is not suitable to exactly show where the models are different or where they are equal. [43] targets to visualize these differences by representing the difference of two models using a new generated model called difference model. This approach compares all edges and nodes and creates a marking which states that if a node or edge is different or equal in the two models. To express the knowledge stored within the model it is visualized with specific visual properties. This concept will be the basis of the evaluation and implementation which is the main focus of the rest of this work.

3.1 Difference Model

The difference analysis can be seen as a subtraction of two process models. The result of this subtraction is a new model which was introduced by [43] and called difference model. It has similar properties to a process model, i.e., it has the same elements such as nodes and edges but both carry on additional entry named marking. This marking indicates the change of a node or an edge from one process model to the other. It is possible to distinguish between three or five markings.

Three markings (New, Unchanged, Deleted) are used if the process model does not contain weights on edges or nodes. An example of this is a Petri Net. The following list describes in which case which of the three markings is used.

- **New**, a node or edge is new if the node or edge does not exist in the first process model and exists in the second process model.
- **Unchanged**, a node or edge is unchanged if it exists in both input process models.
- **Deleted**, a node or edge is deleted if the node or edge appears in the first process model and does not exist in the second process model.
Figure 2 shows an example where the difference model is calculated. The two input process models are Input Model 1 and Input Model 2. In the example Input Model 1 is subtracted from Input Model 2. Input Model 1 shows node B which is not visible in Input Model 2. Therefore node B is marked with deleted in the difference model. On the other side Input Model 1 does not visualize the nodes C and D which are visible in Input Model 2. They get the marking New in the difference model. Nodes A and E are visible in both input models. Therefore the marking Unchanged is assigned to these nodes in the difference model. Besides markings on nodes Figure 2 also visualizes the markings New and Deleted on edges. An example for an edge with marking Unchanged would be an edge between node A and E which is visible in both input models.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2: Difference calculation based on two input models without weights. The resulting difference model contains three different markings. Each marking is displayed above the activities and edges.

Five markings are used when the input process models contains weights. The two additional markings are (Positive changed, Negative changed). These two additional markings are used because the execution frequency of nodes and edges can be different. An example for weights used within a process model is a Heuristics Net. Here the weights represent the execution frequency. The following list describes the three markings from the difference model built without weights and the two additional markings.

- New, a node or edge is new if the node or edge does not exist in the first process model and exists in the second process model.
- **Positively changed**, a node or edge is positively changed if in the first process model it has a weight and in second process model the weight is higher.
- Unchanged, a node or edge is unchanged if it has the same weight in both input models.
- **Negatively changed**, a node or edge is negatively changed if in the first process model it has a weight and in second process model the weight is lower.
- Deleted, a node or edge is deleted if the node or edge appears in the first process model and does not exist in the second process model.

Figure 3 shows an example where the difference model from two process models with weights is calculated. Markings Unchanged, Deleted and New are applied in the same way as mentioned before in the three markings section. The only difference is that using weights it is also possible to show weights for the markings Deleted and New in the difference model. Node B shows an Negatively Changed marking because the weight was reduced from Input Model 1 to Input Model 2. Node C and all edges connecting node C are Positively changed because there weights has increased from Input Model 1 to Input Model 2.

![Difference Model](image)

Figure 3: Difference calculation from two input models with weights. The resulting difference model consists of five different markings.
In this regard it is important to notice that each process model with weights can be transformed into a process model without weights. Whereas a process model without weights can not be transformed into a process model with weights. Hence it is possible to calculate both difference models, i.e., difference model with 3 and 5 markings for Heuristics Net. Figure 4 shows an example where the weights from Figure 3 are removed. The interesting thing about this is, that every edge and node which had a marking Positive or Negative changed now has the marking Unchanged. The markings New, Deleted and Unchanged from the initial five markings stay the same.

Figure 4: This figure is a transformed version of Figure 3. The weights were removed to show the differences between a process model with and without weights. Compared to the five applied markings from Figure 3 this version is only capable of representing three markings.

3.2 Instance Traffic

Each time a process is executed a so called process instance is created and if every step of the process is logged the traffic which is caused through the process is called instance traffic. A log file as shown in Table 1 represents this instance traffic from which it is possible to generate process models with mining algorithms. Every time a weight is visualized on nodes or edges it is the visualization of the instance traffic. The usage of the instance traffic has a positive effect on the difference analysis. [53] has identified that comparing two models generated
from instance traffic has an advantage over other process discovery methods. This approach leads to a unique result because the models visualize exactly the corresponding real-world processes and give details about how the weights are distributed.

4 Difference Graph Visualization

Up to this point, basics about different research areas were summarized, and the difference graph concept was introduced. From now on, the thesis addresses new research in terms of the difference graph, which mainly focuses on the visualization of the difference graph and the implementation of a corresponding prototype. At first, a discussion should give details why the difference graph is visualized 2D and not 3D. Afterwards, a literature research targeting different representation forms gives an overview of possible ways to visualize the difference graph. The section concludes with an example which covers every aspect, starting from the log file and closing with a color-coded difference graph.

4.1 2D and 3D Comparison

Visualizing processes is not a new topic. Widely accepted and used are 2D directed graphs with different node and edge styles [44, 50, 54]. They often offer some kind of interaction like the fuzzy mining technique [12]. It simplifies the content visualized to the user. With given variables, the user can determine how many information should be visible. The algorithm then groups the tasks based on different metrics. Another possibility to simplify process models is introduced by [40]. They use different visualizations which can be applied to different perspectives to support modelers and users as well as eliminate misunderstandings between these two.

Besides 2D visualization, 3D visualization is a rather uncommon type of visualization. The research area is divided. It is not clear if 2D visualization is better than 3D or vice versa. There are papers which show advantages of 3D. For example [38] state that 2D representations are limited in visualizing understandable information. Others such as [37] are a step ahead and show how collaborative work is possible within a 3D virtual world. On the other side, [6] state that 3D visualizations are hard to interact with and need a high-performance computer to render large processes. A statement from [25] is that 2D and 3D visualizations are not that easy comparable. The authors state that based on the skill level of the user, large differences between 2D and 3D understandability emerge. In their survey, they declare professionals with good knowledge about graphical user interfaces and novices with no professional computer experience and came to the result that professionals where able to interact and understand 3D graphical representations better than 2D graphical representations, novices on the other side had problems with 3D representations. There is a big gap in understanding a 3D representation between novices and professionals while a
2D representation is understood by professionals only slightly better than by novices.

Overall, a 2D representation was preferred because it offers several advantages. The primary is that 2D representations can be understood and interacted with in an easy way. This is very important because visualizing the difference adds new knowledge to an existing graph and if the user is not able to interact or understand the simple representation without the difference he will be overwhelmed with the difference graph. Usually adding additional information is an advantage of 3D graphs because they can visualize more information within one representation. However, the difference graph adds change information expressed by three or five markings and this can also be well visualized by 2D graphs. Some examples how this additional information can be visualized are presented by [41]. Examples are colors and edge width. The easier handling of 2D visualizations allows to have different views on the same graph or to visualize more than one graph, for example, the two input models and the output model.

Another point which should not be underestimated is the familiarity of the user with the 2D representations. The difference graph adds a new level of information to existing representations. These representations are calculated by different algorithms, for example, the fuzzy mining algorithm and are developed for 2D visualizations. Without changing the algorithms they will not make use of the additional space a 3D representation offers. Therefore to be able to generate 3D representations, each of the mining algorithms used for producing the difference graph has to be changed in order to support 3D representations. This familiarity is no coincidence as there is currently hardly any framework that allows a 3D representation. For example, [37] used the tool second life to create their collaborative modeling environment. If there is no uniform approach for 3D visualizations, representing change which goes a step further is not advisable and therefore a 2D representation is considered for the implementation provided in this thesis.

4.2 Research Approach

First, a literature research using the snowball method (track references of references) was performed. The paper [43] was used as a starting point. With the linked literature more related work how to visualize differences between two graphs was found. The list is available in Appendix A. This base helped to identify keywords (Table 2) which were used in two search engines, google scholar [15] and microsoft academic [26]. The search engines lead to more relevant literature with new references. The full list of books, papers and websites can be found in Appendix B. From the found literature different representation forms how change in a graph can be visualized were extracted. Since the research has not answered which representation suits the visualization of a difference graph best an evaluation which is shown in Section 6 was conducted. Every found visualization approach is part of the evaluation since it was not possible to determine which is relevant and which is not. After the evaluation one representation will be
selected. The selected representation will then be implemented in the prototype implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph differences</th>
<th>Calculate graphical differences</th>
<th>Matrix difference calculation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delta Analysis</td>
<td>Union of Models</td>
<td>Difference computation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Difference computation</td>
<td>UML diagram differences</td>
<td>Merging business processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merging processes</td>
<td>Structural differences between graphs</td>
<td>Visual graph comparison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualizing Differences between Graphs</td>
<td>Change detection</td>
<td>Change visualization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph evolution visualization</td>
<td>Visualization properties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: List of keywords used for literature research.

4.3 Overview on Representation Forms for Visualizing Difference

Important for visualizing the difference model are the markings. It is necessary that each marking has its individual style to be able to see the different meaning at a glance. This will help to quickly gain an overview of the model. A literature research showed many possible ways to visualize change information. The following list gives details about the extracted representation forms which are visualized in Figure 5.

- Edge and Node grayscale - colorizes the edge and node frame in five different colors from light gray to black.
- Edge width - expresses the five change markings with different width of the edge.
- Font size - every marking gets its own font size for node and edge label.
- Edge style - different styles from dotted to dashed are applied for every marking.
- Edge head style - the head of the arrow can have different styles like an filled arrow or an bent arrow.
- Node style - different shapes express every one of the five markings.
- Edge and Node symbols - colored symbols are visualized on each edge and node to express their marking.
- Font background color - every label on edges and nodes gets an individual background color.
- Edge, Node and Font color - color coding is used to express each marking with an individual color.

It is assumed that the user does prefer one of this representations over the others. Therefore an evaluation which is covered in Section 6 will give details
Figure 5: Extracted from the literature research, this figure shows nine ways how the difference graph can be visualized.
which representation is preferred and should be implemented in the prototype implementation.

4.4 Illustration of Concepts

To get a sense how all steps work together this section covers an example. Every aspect from the log file towards to the visualization of the difference graph is shown.

First of all, two process logs are needed. They are shown in Table 3. The left log is called „LogLeft“ and the right log is called „LogRight“. They consist of an equal amount of three traces and five different activities. As shown in „LogRight“ the traces do not have to be numbered. They can consist of any value. It is important that each process instance has its own trace identifier. Trace 1 of „LogLeft“ shows that activity „B“ is executed which is not executed in „LogRight“ and the only execution of activity „E“ is in „LogRight“. The overall start node stays the same but „LogRight“ has two different end nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Two log files with nine entries and overall five different activities. The log on the right shows that the identifier of a trace does not have to be a number.

For the difference analysis two process models are needed, therefore two log files are mined. In this example the heuristics miner is used which generates the two graphical representations for the above shown log files. On the left of Figure 6 is the corresponding representation of „LogLeft“ and on the right for „LogRight“.

The image shows that both mined graphical representations start with the same activity „A“ and an instance traffic of three, then the left representation splits the traffic, one instance executes activity „B“ while the other two execute activity „C“. On the last step „B“ and „C“ lead to activity „D“ which has a traffic of three. On the other representation a traffic of three goes from „A“ to „C“ and then splits to the two end activities „D“ with a traffic of one and „E“ with a traffic of two. It was mentioned before that „LogRight“ consists of two end nodes, this
is not easy to see from the log file and even not if the log is much larger, the two end nodes can be identified pretty easy in the graphical representation. One thing to notice is that if a node is not a start or end node the total weight of incoming edges, outgoing edges and weight of the node have to be equal.

![GraphLeft and GraphRight](image)

Figure 6: Mined representation of the log files shown in Table 3. Each representation consists of four activities and weights on nodes and edges.

With these graphical representations the difference model can be calculated. Therefore the instance traffic of a node from the left representation is subtracted from its corresponding node of the right representation. If a node is not available in one of the representations its traffic is set to 0. Same goes with edges because edges do not have a label. They are identified by their start and end activity. Table 4 shows the calculations for every node and edge as well as the individual marking.

Here is a short recap how the markings are applied, every time a node or edge from one graph is not present at the other it is either new or deleted. New if the node is present in the right representation otherwise it is deleted. If the node or edge weights match exactly it is unchanged and if it does not match it is positively or negatively changed. A positively change is acquired if the weight of the left representation has a lower value. If the weight of the right representation is higher then the marking negatively changed is applied.

These change operations can be transformed into a graphical representation. Figure 7 shows a color coded version for change visualization. Every color represents a specific marking, the model consists of five different colors because the input models had weights and therefore it was possible to distinguish between five markings. The figure shows that all nodes of the two input models are visualized. This is important even if node „B“ has the marking deleted. It is important to visualize this node because otherwise the difference graph will have a lack of information.
Table 4: Difference calculation for nodes and edges from the mined process model shown in Figure 6. Name is the identifier, Values are the corresponding weights from the two models, Result represents the outcome of the calculation and Marking is the applied marking for this node or edge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Marking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>3 - 3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0 - 1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Deleted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>3 - 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Positively changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1 - 3</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>Negatively changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>2 - 0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>New</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Marking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A to B</td>
<td>0 - 1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Deleted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A to C</td>
<td>3 - 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Positively changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B to D</td>
<td>0 - 1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Deleted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C to D</td>
<td>1 - 2</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Negatively changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C to E</td>
<td>2 - 0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>New</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Color coded representation of the calculated difference model presented in Table 4. A legend is shown on the right side to be able to distinguish between the five markings which are represented through colors.

This section gave an overview how the difference model is calculated and how the difference graph could be visualized. The next sections will cover some requirements to be able to generate a difference model and improvements to enhance understandability and useability of the visualization.

5 Difference Model Requirements and Recommendations

In order to support the implementation process some requirements for the difference model and recommendations for the visualization will be defined. The recommendations address useability and understandability of the difference graph. This is achieved by bringing a uniform structure into the representation. This chapter contributes the main conceptual contribution of the thesis.
5.1 Model Requirements

As mentioned before, process model and difference model consist of nodes and edges. Each node has to be labeled with a unique name. If the name is not unique then a unique id has to be created and stored. All nodes have to be on a path between start and end node where the start node is the only node which has no incoming edge while the end node is the only one which has no outgoing edge. Each edge connects one node with a second and can be seen as tuple (Node, Node). [43]

Compared to the above mentioned definition, there are some changes and additional requirements for difference analysis. At least two process models are required to be able to calculate the difference model. This thesis only focuses on difference analysis between two models. For three or more there is still research to do. It is possible to obtain two process models from a single process, for example, if one model is representing year 2013 and the other model 2014 (versioning). To build a meaningful difference graph it is important that there is at least one node which matches between the two process models. If no node matches then it is not possible to calculate a difference. The difference graph would visualize both models without any calculation. This would lead to an output which is the same as the input.

There are two reasons why the requirement for one defined start and one defined end node has to be extended for the difference model. The first is that processes mined from logs may just have different start and end points [55]. For example two workers get the task to produce a desk. The first starts with producing the four table legs and then he produces the tabletop. The other one starts with the tabletop and ends with the four table legs.

In an other case the difference of two process models with one defined start and end point is calculated, but leads to a difference model with two start and end nodes. It might even be possible that the difference model does not contain an end or a start node anymore. Figure 8 shows an example. The difference graph does not contain a node without outgoing edges, hence no end node.
Figure 8: The difference graph is calculated from two input models and consists of two start nodes and no end node. One thing to mention here is that node "X" and edges from "X" to "B", "B" to "D" and "D" to "C" are marked as deleted.

5.2 Design Choices

The following design choices show how to improve useability and understandability of the difference graph. Figure 9 shows an evolution scenario where the three steps Graph positioning, Node visualization and Positioning of nodes are applied. All other recommendations (Change visualization, Complete output and Legend) are shown in every of the three examples.

Visualization of Input and Graph Positioning  Visualizing only the difference graph is not enough, as the user cannot understand why the change operations are visualized in a specific way. To secure a clear understanding it is important to visualize the input from which the difference was calculated. The user then can trace back how the difference graph was calculated and gets a clear understanding of the difference graph. For example, Figure 7 on page 19 shows a difference graph without displaying the original models. Hence, it is difficult to understand why node "D" has the marking "Negatively changed" with a weight of -2.

Visualizing the two original models and the difference graph leads to three models which have to be displayed. There are different attempts how they can be positioned. For example, all three side by side, one below the other, two on top one on bottom, two left one right. [21] use in their merge scenario the attempt to position the input on top and the merged model on bottom. This approach seems to be a good practice in terms of graph merging and will be used for the difference graph. None of the inputs is more important than the other. The important thing is to focus the users attention on the difference graph. Therefore each of the inputs gets 20% of the space available on the screen. The remaining 60% are reserved for the difference graph. As mentioned before the two inputs
are positioned side by side and the difference graph on bottom of them. By putting the input side by side this representation should also allow an easy back tracking how the difference is calculated.

**Node Visualizations** Visualizing nodes in the difference graph offers two possible ways.

One is that each graph visualizes nodes with its own style this can result in three different node visualizations. Figure 9 „Graph positioning“ shows an example where every node from „Input1“ is visualized as rectangle, „Input2“ as circle and the „Differencegraph“ nodes as rounded rectangle.

The second way is that each graph visualizes nodes in the same way. Figure 9 „Node visualizations“ shows that each node from „Input1“, „Input2“ and „Differencegraph“ are visualized as rounded rectangle.

Using the same style for every graph should support that the user is able to understand the difference graph faster and does not have to think about why there are different styles for nodes, edges and fonts. It’s also one way to support the mental map [22]. The implementation covered by this thesis will style every node in the same way. Attention should be paid that this is only possible if the different styles do not express different behavior.

**Positioning of nodes** There are two ways how the nodes can be positioned within the graphical representations.

One way is using a positioning algorithm for each graph. Positioning algorithms like force-directed placement [48], Genetic algorithms [46] and others [49] allow, for example, efficient use of space, no overlapping edges, no overlapping nodes. Using a positioning algorithm for each graph leads to individual representations. Figure 9 „Node visualization“ shows an example where the positioning of the nodes is individual in each representation. For example node „C“ is positioned on top right in „Input1“ and „Input2“. In the „Differencegraph“ node „C“ is positioned on the bottom center.

Another way is to use the same position for same nodes in every representation. Figure 9 „Positioning of nodes“ shows that nodes which appear in two or more representations are in each of these representations on the same position. Positioning every node on a unique place over all three graphs can also lead to no overlapping nodes and edges as well as other advantages mentioned in the individual positioning paragraph.

[16] concluded the mental map is a factor which should not be underestimated in terms of graphs. Using the same position for the same node will support the mental map and increase the understanding of the difference graph. When every node is on the same position over all three representations, backtracking how the difference graph is generated is easier compared to different positions.

**Change visualization** As mentioned before it is crucial that every change operation (New, Positively changed, Unchanged, Negatively changed and Deleted) gets its own style. An individual style for every change operation helps to
Figure 9: Design choices how to improve understandability of the difference graph. The image shows an evolution where the keyword from the left is applied to the representation on the right.
distinguish between the different change operations. To secure a consistent and intuitive understanding Section 6 covers an evaluation to find the best fitting representation for change operations.

**Complete output** This choice is especially targeting the difference graph it is important that the difference graph visualizes all edges and nodes even if they where deleted or have not changed by calculating the difference.

For example Figure 9 „Input2“ shows an edge from „A“ to „C“ „Input1“ does not show the edge this gives two possibilities first the edge could be marked as new or the edge could be marked as deleted. In this example the second case is assumed and when the edge was deleted why should it be visualized? When handling the difference graph it can be important to exactly know that this edge was deleted from process two to process one and if it is not visualized in the graph how should the user know that it was deleted? Therefore all nodes and edges from the inputs have to be visualized in the difference graph.

**Legend** Not only is it important to show the user that there was a change and visualize it in different styles. It is also important to show the user what this style stands for. Therefore the legend should cover the weight dependent three or five markings which can be visualized by the difference graph.

### 6 Evaluation

Besides the concept which was discussed in Section 3 on page 9 the visualization is an important part of the difference graph. The literature research shown in Section 4.2 on page 14 tried to answer which visualization should be used for the difference graph. However, no visualization was tailored to the difference graph. For this reason different visualizations where extracted from the literature which are shown in Figure 5 on page 5. For the difference graph it is necessary to find a representation which meets the expectations of the user. To meet the expectations as good as possible a survey was conducted.

Goal of this survey is to find the best suiting representation for the difference graph. Besides the representation it is important to know if the concept of the difference graph can be understood.

To find the best suiting representation several research questions have to be answered:

- Is the difference graph understandable?
- Which representation should be used for visualizing the difference between two models?
- What should be visualized by the difference graph?
- Is the difference graph a good choice for comparing process models?
6.1 Survey Tool

Searching for a tool which is capable of creating a survey leads to different tools LimeSurvey [8], SurveyMonkey [35], MaQ Online [47] and many more. To evaluate which tool should be used requirements are defined:

- Questions should allow to insert pictures. This is necessary because the different representation styles have to be visualized in order to ask the user.
- Answer types should be simple text, check box, matrix and some kind of ranking system. The matrix will be used on the individual pages for each representation and the ranking is needed as follow up to rank the representations after seeing them all.
- Exporting the answers in any format is required as long as it can be transformed into CSV. Beneficial is a direct export as CSV or SPS/SAV.
- The tool has to be free of charge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Pictures in Questions allowed</th>
<th>All Answer Types</th>
<th>Export as CSV or SPS/SAV</th>
<th>Free of charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MaQ Online</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SurveyMonkey</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LimeSurvey</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: This table shows which requirements where meet by which tool.

Table 5 shows which requirements where meet by the tools. In comparison with the other tools Limesurvey met all of the above mentioned requirements. Limesurvey has the following advantages:

- Allows HTML code in questions.
- From the evaluated tools Limesurvey offers the most answer types.
- Extensive export and import formats.
- Editor with preview for each question.
- Possibility to add some logic, for example, when question A was answered in a specific way question B was visible.

6.2 Survey Design

After installing LimeSurvey on a web server the layout was defined. Key aspects are enough space between questions this should secure that the user does not feel cornered. A font-size which has no serifs and is clear to read secures that the user has no problem reading the questions or answers. Single pages for categories, for example, first the user gets an introduction and then a button opens the next page. Single pages have two reasons. First, the attendee does not see the whole
survey and is not frightened by the surveys length. Second, on each submit of a page the input can be checked for completeness and when something is missing the attendee finds the missing entries without a lot of scrolling.

**Survey Introduction** To secure that every attendee has a principal understanding what is meant by a difference graph. The first part of the survey is devoted to an example. The example illustrates two process models and the calculated difference graph.

After the example there is an question which checks if the user has understood the principle of the difference calculation. Another question asks for general graph knowledge. Both questions will be interesting to associate with data collected during the survey. It could be, for example, investigated whether user with higher knowledge of graphs prefer different styles then user with lower knowledge.

**Survey Representation Styles** Representation styles are the main part of the survey. Each representation from Section 4.3 on page 15 will be visualized to the user on a single page. Figure 10 shows the structure of one page. The first questions asks the attendee how expressive the visualization in terms of changes on nodes and edges is. To secure that the attendee has to think about the representation the second question shows a 5x5 matrix where the appropriate style for each node and edge has to be set.

Afterwards the attendee is asked if other styles (in the case of Figure 10 other symbols) would be better. If the answer is yes then an additional question opens where the style for each marking can be described. The last question on each page is open for comments.

Last part of this group is a ranking where each representation style is listed once. The user has to drag them into the order from best to worst. This ranking is very important because at this point of the survey the user has seen every representation once.

**Survey Details and Demographic Questions** Questions about combining different representations and if the visualization should change based on the complexity of the graph are asked in the details section. On the next page a question asks for process knowledge. Depending on the answer to the question about process knowledge a second question is shown. The second question asks if the difference graph can be useful in the context of process models. The survey is closing with some demographic questions on the last page.

### 6.3 Procedure

Each question from the survey was developed and checked with the „Ten Commandments“ from, by, Porst [36]. The „Ten Commandments“ give advice on wording, complexity of questions, dos and don’ts. In order to review the survey
Figure 10: This Figure shows a page from the survey. For better understanding the text was translated from German to English.
before the URL is given to the attendees a pretest was performed. [42] present how their pretest worked and that it had an overall positive effect on the survey. To check if the questions are understood correctly, the questions from this survey where part of a two-round pretest.

**First Pretest** After styling and categorizing the questions into groups a discussion with two participants took place. Every question and answer was analyzed. Some of them where slightly changed to better fit into the survey. The first representation shown to the user has undergone the most changes. The questions where changed and a second page was added. On the second page an example representation is given to help securing the understanding what the surveys goal is.

**Second Pretest** The second phase took place with five participants. None of them was involved in the first pretest or in any kind of the surveys creation process or difference graph development. While they filled out the survey they observed. Their task was to always think aloud and if something was not clear to ask questions. These questions where not answered they where only noted. From the five participants two had not worked with graphs at all, one had worked with graphs but not in context of processes and two had worked with graphs and processes. After completing the survey some questions where asked to improve the quality of the survey.

This pretest showed that four of five users where irritated by the task to declare which node represents which marking and which edge represents which marking because it was always the same. The observation showed that on the first pages the attendee looked at the graph and answered the questions for nodes and edges, after the third to fourth page every one just copied the answer from the node question to the edge question and has not looked at the graph again. Therefore these two questions where merged into one question and the details group was extended with a question if nodes and edges should have the same style. This also helps solving another issue. The overall feeling was that the survey is too long, the average time was 37 minutes. Another solution would have been to delete specific non relevant representations but only two of the five attendees said that they would delete a representation. They did not mention which representation they would delete. Therefore no representation was deleted.

### 6.4 Sample

The target audience is set between 20 and 50 years and can be elementary students, students as well as worker. From the average worker it is expected to perform the survey unbiased. This group is normally not familiar with the topic of graph analysis and business processes. It is expected to get another point of view from this group then from students. Students normally have worked with graphs, for example, in mathematics and business related areas of education. From them it is expected to understand the concept of the difference graph.
faster than the average worker. An interesting observation will be to see if the answers of the two groups diverge or not.

To target this audience the URL to the survey was mainly distributed in companies and universities. On the first day the survey went live the URL was sent to the following companies, an insurance company (20 attendees), a software developer (60 attendees), a police office (40 attendees) and a lawyer (12 attendees). On the second day an email was sent to 27 business information technology students. After one month the URL was posted in a group on Facebook addressing students. While the survey was running students at the university where asked if they would complete the survey.

The survey started on 5 June 2014 and ended on 18 August 2014. Overall, 73 persons started the survey which means they have at least passed the introduction page and 31 of them completed the entire survey. From the 42 which have started but not finished the survey only 12 have entered any value by any question. For the further evaluation the 31 persons which have completed the survey are considered.

**Target Audience** This evaluation shows if the target audience was meet. The questions where optional and it is possible that a person did not answer the question. From the 31 attendees 27 (87 %) are in the range of 20 to 50 years, one (3%) was 19 years and 3 (10%) did not answer the question. The next question addresses the employment status of the attendee, 1 (3%) Person has not answered the question, 8 (26%) where without an employment and 22 (71%) where with employment. A true (18 (58%) attendees), false (12 (39%) attendees), no answer (1 (3%) attendee) question should give details if the attendee is a student or not. Then a cross tabulation between students and employe showed that each person which is not employed is at least a student.

**Time** The pretests have shown that for most participants the time was too high. Therefore some changes from the pretest to the final survey made. This evaluation will show if the changes had an positive or negative affect on time. Figure 11 shows a box plot which visualizes the time with a 50% percentile of 25 minutes an 7 seconds. The lower percentile 25% is 20 minutes 42 seconds and the upper percentile 75% 36 minutes 46 seconds. The mean-time from the pretests was 37 minutes. The mean-time from the final survey was 28 minutes. Compared to the pretest this is an reduction of about 25 percent. Overall the changes from the pretest to the final survey had a positive impact on the mean-time.

### 6.5 Results

The answers were exported from LimeSurvey and imported to SPSS. Each answer group was categorized as nominal or ordinal scales to allow a statistical correct evaluation. The feedback given from open questions was exported and will be handled separately. The questions from the survey will be assigned to the corresponding research questions.
Is the difference graph understandable? To answer this question the survey showed an short example how the difference graph is calculated. Directly after the example a question checks if the user has understood the example. The question asks the user why a specific edge has a given weight and proposes five different answers where one is true and the others are false.

The pie chart from Figure 12 shows that 19 attendees (61.3%) (orange) of the answers where correct and 12 attendees (39.7%) (red, purple and blue) decided for the wrong answer and have not understood the example. No attendee decided for answer three which was also wrong.
An interesting combination is to compare the knowledge the attendees have, with the percentage of correctly / not correctly answered questions. The result shows that 14 of 19 (73.6%) attendees which worked with graphs before answered the question right. Against 5 of 12 (41.6%) correct answers from attendees which have not worked with graphs before. The Pearson Chi-Square test with an significance value of 7.5% shows that there is only a small correlation between the right answer and the graph knowledge.

**Which representation should be used for visualizing the difference between two models?** The survey includes different questions do target this research question. The first approach to answer this is by a **rating**. Afterwards a matrix for **intuitive understanding** and a **ranking** are evaluated.

**Rating** Each visualization from Section 4.3 on page 15 offers a rating from good to bad. To be able to compare these ratings they where transformed into numbers from 5 (good) to 1 (bad) then the mean-value was calculated. Figure 13 shows that three representations are on top and only a difference of 2.3 percent separates „Symbols“ with a rating of 4.23 and „Edge Node Font Color“ with a rating of 4.13.

![Figure 13: Mean value of ratings, high values are good low values are bad.](image)

To analyze if there are coherencies between two variables an analysis with the correlation coefficient by Pearson was made. The result shows a statistical link between „Edge Node Font Color“ and „Font Background Color“*. This link is significant at the 1% level. The correlation is positive with a value of 0.799. This means the higher „Edge Node Font Color“ is rated, the higher „Font Background Color“ is rated. This will be relevant by selecting the final representation. If
similar results also show this behavior then there is no reason to chose "Font Background Color" over "Edge Node Font Color".

Another interesting combination is to see if attendees with graph knowledge have rated differently from attendees without graph knowledge. To answer this a chi square test was performed. In some cases like "Font Size" (significance level 5%) "Edge Style" (significance level 5%) and "Edge Head Style" (significance level 1%) the answer is yes. There is a relation between the rating of the user and the graph knowledge.

**Intuitive Understanding** Besides an overall rating the user had to determine which node and edge pair represent which marking. This allows to find an intuitive representation and also to build an appropriate legend. For example Section 4.4 on page 18 shows a color coded representation. The attendee was given a similar representation without a legend. Then the attendee had to answer which marking is applied to which node and edge. To answer this a matrix which consists of columns for the nodes/edges and rows for markings was given. Each row was allowed to have one entry.

For each visualization every representation style is displayed in the second column of Table 6. The following columns are the five markings. The sum for each representation style and marking was build and can be seen in the table. For example the first representation style Node A from the "Greyscale" visualization had 22 attendees which interpreted this style as Unchanged.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Representation style</th>
<th>New Positively changed</th>
<th>Unchanged</th>
<th>Negatively changed</th>
<th>Deleted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greyscale</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FontSize</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EdgeWidth</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EdgeStyle</th>
<th></th>
<th>7</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th></th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>27</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Font Background</th>
<th></th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>26</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edge Node</th>
<th></th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>26</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Font Color</th>
<th></th>
<th>23</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6: This table shows for each marking which representation style represents it.

Table 6 shows every value for each style. To be able to compare the markings, the best four representation styles for each marking are shown in Table 7. In each category on top is the “Symbols” visualization. A mean value of 27.6 attendees (89%) had the same intuitive understanding which marking is represented by the representation style. In the second row „Edge Node Font Color“ is dominating four of the five styles are from the „Edge Node Font Color“ representation style. With a mean value of 24.8 attendees (80%) „Edge Node Font Color“ inherits the second highest rating. Directly following the „Edge Node Font Color“ style is the „Font Background“ style with a mean value of 24.2 attendees (78%). The first three visualizations of the fourth row are from the „Greyscale“ style with a mean value of 20.4 attendees (65.8%). The other two visualizations are from the „Font Size“ style which inherits the fifth place with 17.4 attendees (52.2%). For the other representation styles the overall agreement is below 50%.
Table 7: For each marking the top four representation styles are visualized.

**Ranking** After the individual visualizations the user had to rank all visualizations from best to worst. To be able to calculate which representations are on top and which on bottom the rankings were converted to numbers from one to nine where one stands for the worst and nine for the best this transformation allows to build the mean value for each visualization. On top of figure 14 are the representations „Edge Node Font Color“ with 7.80 points (86%) „Symbols“ with 7.48 points (83%) and „Font background color“ with 6.87 points (76.3%). This is approving the evaluations which were made before where these three visualizations always stayed on top. The difference is that in this evaluation „Edge Node Font Color“ is on top and not „Symbols“ which was on top in the two evaluations before. Interesting to note is that the ranking took place after the individual visualizations, this means the user has seen every representation once. This result messes a little with the results from before. The only thing to say clear is that for the prototype implementation one of these top three representations will be considered.

![Bar chart which shows the transformed ranking of the visualizations.](image)

As mentioned in the third evaluation of this section. There was a high correlation between „Edge Node Font Color“ and „Font Background Color“. It was assumed that the rating will also show this correlation. As before the Pearson Correlation coefficient was used. The result showed no correlation (significance level of 35%) between the ratings „Edge Node Font Color“ and „Font Background“.
An interesting observation based on the ranking data shows Figure 15 where not only the ranking is considered. The ranking is merged with data of attendees which have worked with graphs and which not. The figure shows that the top four are generally higher rated by attendees which worked with graphs, for example, the highest rating with 8.36 points (93%) has „Edge Node Font Color“ this is an increase of 20 percent.

This observation does also show a cross tab between the ranking of „Edge Node Font Color“ and the graph knowledge. With an significance value of 5% the Pearson Chi-Square test shows that there exists an relation between those two variables. The ranking of „Grayscale“ showed nearly the same significance value while for all other representations no relation between the ranking and the graph knowledge was found.

![Figure 15: Evaluation which shows the rankings distinct by attendees which have worked with graphs and which have not.](image)

**What should be visualized by the difference graph?** After the different representations the user was asked if positively and negatively change on edges and nodes should be visualized. 29 of 31 attendees (93.5%) answered positively and negatively change should be visualized. Another question at the end of the survey was if edges and nodes should be visualized with the same representation style. 24 (77.4%) attendees said yes while 7 (22.6%) of the attendees answered with no.
Maybe some representations are better suited for small graphs and others better for big graphs. There are 22 attendees (71%) which answered they would not differentiate between small and big graphs. Nine (29%) attendees think that there should be different representations for small and big graphs. Four attendees answered that small graphs should be visualized with „Symbols“, two said „Grayscale“ and „Edge Width“, „Edge Node Font Color“, „Edge Head Style“ where mentioned once. According to four attendees big graphs should be visualized by „Edge Node Font Color“, two mentioned they would prefer „Symbols“ and one person each said „Edge Style“, „Font Size“ and „Grayscale“. As before „Symbols“ and „Edge Node Font Color“ match for top places but in different categories.

Is the difference graph a good choice for comparing process models? One of the first questions of the survey asked the attendee if he/she had/has worked with graphs before, 19 of 31 attendees answered with yes and 12 said no. The second question was if the attendee has worked with processes 13 of 31 attendees have done this. The third one was only visualized to attendees which have answered the second question with yes therefore only 13 attendees where able to answer it. The question was if they think the difference graph can be meaningful applied on process models, 11 of 13 attendees answered with yes this is an agreement of 84.6 percent of the attendees who have experience with processes.

Comments Each visualization provided a field for further comments most of the comments where that the representation was either good or bad but there were some other comments which are summed up in the next paragraphs.

One comment for „Grayscale“ representation was that with different brightness settings and user vision it could get very hard to see that there are different colors.

For the „Edge Width“ representation two comments said that positive and negative change are hard to distinguish and therefore only new, deleted and unchanged should be visualized.

Two attendees mentioned that „Edge Node Font Color“ is much better then „Font Background Color“ the understanding is nearly the same because the colors are the same. „Edge Node Font Color“ is more memorable then only „Font Background Color“ which does not look very pleasant.

One comment mentioned that for the „Node Style“ representation more different styles would be better.

Two attendees gave a comment targeting the effective usage of a difference graph with processes. One was that it would be easier to analyze partially different processes. The other was that by building the difference it would be easy to see if the processes can be merged.

Two attendees suggested that the use of a legend would be really good to help understand different representations.
6.6 Discussion

The survey showed that visualizing change through a difference graph is a proper usage. Two examples from the comments how to use the difference graph are comparing partially different processes and getting an overview if two processes can be merged and where problems can occur.

To find the best suiting representation for visualizing the difference graph, three different questions are relevant rating, intuitive understanding and ranking. This questions showed that three representations always stand on top. Therefore the first selection is that „Symbols“, „Edge Node Font Color“ and „Font Background Color“ are considered for an deeper view.

Both „Symbols“ and „Edge Node Font Color“ match for top place while „Font Background Color“ is behind „Edge Node Font Color“ in every evaluation. This observation also underlay the comments where two attendees mentioned that the understanding is nearly the same but „Edge Node Font Color“ is more memorable and prettier to look at. Therefore „Font Background Color“ will no longer be considered for the implementation.

Selecting the better suiting representation between „Symbols“ and „Edge Node Font Color“ is hard. Symbols are more intuitive to understand and also where on top of the individual ratings. On the other side after seeing every representation, „Edge Node Font Color“ had a better ranking. The evaluation also showed that there are two areas of application for the two representations. „Edge Node Font Color“ suits better for big graphs and „Symbols“ was chosen more often for small ones.

In the comments area the use of a legend was suggested to help users to understand the meaning of each marking. None of the representations had an intuitive understanding of 100% and therefore a legend will be implemented in the prototype implementation. This should secure an uniform understanding and avoid misinterpretation of the difference graph. Depending on the input, the resulting difference graph can be a small graph or a big graph. Therefore an approach which fits both is needed. „Edge Node Font Color“ does not lose any information when it is applied on a small graph. Every color can be expressed on small graphs. On the other side „Symbols“ can be applied to big graphs without having technical problems. However readability within a graph with many nodes and edges can be hard for example, when the graph is to overcrowded and needs to be scrolled the symbol for a specific edge can be invisible because it is not in the point of view and the user needs to scroll. Another example is a graph with many eventually overlapping edges, in such a case, following an edge through the graph to find the symbol can be hard.

Due to the close result finding the best representation is a very difficult task. „Edge Node Font Color“ will be considered for the prototype implementation. The top ranking after seeing every representation and that this representation can be applied to small and big graphs was decisive. With the help of the above mentioned legend the intuitive understanding of „Edge Node Font Color“ will be improved. In the further thesis „Edge Node Font Color“ color will be called color coded representation.
7 Implementation Preparation

In the domain of process mining a wide area of commercial and non commercial products is available. For the implementation a suitable environment has to be found. This environment can be either a plug-in for an existing product or a standalone solution. Section 7.1 covers why a plug-in was preferred. To use a plug-in impacts the choice which mining algorithms should be considered for the implementation. By implementing a plug-in the mining algorithms available in the tool of choice can be used to mine the process models. The following sections will also discuss which mining algorithms will be used.

7.1 Process Mining Tool

There are two approaches how to implement the difference graph. Developing a plug-in for an existing tool or develop a standalone tool. In comparison developing a standalone tool needs more effort then developing a plug-in. This conclusion is simple, by developing a plug-in some initial steps like reading/converting different log files and implementing mining algorithms have not to be considered. Developing a plug-in also comes with the advantage that users which already use the software do not need to use a new program they are not familiar with.

In their article [27] list 11 process mining tools which will be analyzed to find the best suiting for the plug-in implementation. Only 4 of the 11 tools are free of charge. It is necessary that the tool is free of charge. This allows to distribute the plug-in to interested persons without the need of purchasing the software. The remaining four candidates are „Genet“ [17], „ProM“ [29], „Rbminer“ [24] and „ServiceMosaic“.

Genet is a simple tool which only allows mining Petri Nets from transition systems. It needs a specific input type format and does not offer a built in visualization component.

ProM offers exactly what is needed to develop a plug-in. It allows many different input file formats. Offers a modular architecture which enables the use of other plug-ins, in the case of this thesis, mining plug-ins. The developed plug-in can either be placed within the plug-in folder in the installation directory or distributed over the built in plug-in service.

Rbminer also mines Petri Nets from transition systems and needs a specific input type format. The output is a text file which can not be visualized as a Petri Net with built in components.

ServiceMosaic unfortunately there was nothing to find about this project.

Selection of Prom Prom offers everything needed for plug-in development. A modular architecture which does not only enable developing and integrating a plug-in it also allows to use other developed plug-ins. For example the alpha mining algorithm can be used to mine a Petri Net. The Petri Net then can be used for difference calculation. This procedure offers the advantage that the mining function has not to be implemented in the prototype.
7.2 Mining Algorithms

ProM supports user generated plug-ins. Most of the available mining algorithms are user generated. There are many different mining algorithms, the goal of the prototype implementation is not to implement every one of them. The goal is to implement a wide spread of different algorithms. This can be achieved by using one algorithm from each category stated in section 2.2 on page 7. This section also shows with which problems the mining algorithms have to deal and how it affects the difference graph. In order to use the output of the mining algorithms they have to fulfill some requirements, like naming, which are also stated in the following sections.

The implementation will feature two different types of usage. One is to use the mining algorithms directly implemented within the plug-in. The other is to mine a process model and use the process model as input for the plug-in.

In [28] the authors state that the three most used algorithms are the Heuristics miner, Genetic miner and Fuzzy miner. None of them exports a Petri Net or a process model without weights. For the implementation one algorithm which does not consist of weights is needed. Therefore the list is extended with the Alpha-algorithm. An overview over the four algorithms considered for the implementation gives Table 8. Every algorithms category, output format and building approach is stated. The output format stated in the table is taken from the PROM implementation of the algorithms. The approach how the process model is generated can be local or global.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpha-algorithm</td>
<td>Algorithmic</td>
<td>Petri Net</td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heuristics Miner</td>
<td>Algorithmic</td>
<td>Heuristics Net</td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy Miner</td>
<td>Algorithmic</td>
<td>Fuzzy Net</td>
<td>Global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic Miner</td>
<td>Genetic</td>
<td>Heuristics Net</td>
<td>Global</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: This table shows for different mining algorithms how they are categorized, their output format and which approach is used to build the process model.

Region Based Algorithm? For mining a log with the use of the theory of regions two plug-ins have to be executed. Thirst a plug-in which generates a transition system and second a plug-in which converts the transition system into a Petri Net. The before mentioned alpha algorithm also exports a Petri Net therefore the difference tool already allows Petri Nets as input. Therefore it is possible to calculate the difference between two process models generated by region based algorithms without implementing further algorithms.

Miner Output Requirements As stated in section 5.1 on page 20 a process model needs to fulfill some requirements in order to be able to use it for the
difference graph calculation. The before mentioned mining algorithms export their process models with different formats. For example as Petri Net, Heuristics Net or Fuzzy Net. These formats have to fulfill several requirements to be able to use the mining algorithm which generates them.

**Process Model Output** The output of the miner has to be a process model with nodes and edges. The data stored within the model has to be accessible. For example it is not sufficient when an algorithm exports a process model as an image. To access the nodes an unique label for each activity is necessary. Every activity except from start and end activity have to be connected with input and output edges. Furthermore has every activity to be on a path between start and end node.

**No Clustering** For the difference graph two inputs are necessary. Building cluster of two logs can lead to different problems. For example, both input models can lead to a cluster with same label but the nodes clustered are different. Another example, different labels for the cluster but some nodes are clustered in both cluster.

Figure 16 shows the problems, because of these problems. On the left a cluster is with nodes „A“ and „B“ is built and on the right a cluster for nodes „C“ and „D“ and nodes „A“„B“ and „C“ is built.

„Clustering same name“ shows the first mentioned example the name of both cluster is the same but the nodes clustered are different. Calculating the difference graph from these two models will lead to a graph where nodes „A“ and „B“ are marked as deleted and nodes „C“ and „D“ as new.

„Clustering different names“ in this example the clustered nodes are part of the label and therefore the label is different. The problem is that some nodes are clustered in both cluster. The overlapping nodes between the two cluster are „A“ and „B“ only node „C“ which is clustered in the blue cluster is different. The difference graph of this cluster will mark the cluster „ABC“ as deleted, the cluster „AB“ as new and the node „C“ also as new.

These problems show that it is not possible to calculate the difference of two process models when clustering is involved.

**Node Types** Mostly the miners visualize the process model with just one node type. However when an output has different node types it is important to know which node is expressed by which type. For example, when the output is a Petri Net it is important to know which node is a place and which a transition. On one side it is important to know this to visualize the process model correctly. On the other side calculating the difference with different node types can get complex. For example, two input process model express one node with the same label but with different node types. One expresses the node as And-Split and the other as Xor-Split. How to calculate the difference between these two? How to visualize the difference? These are unanswered questions and need further investigation.

In this thesis only the Petri Net expresses different node types. A Petri Net consists only of two different node types places and transitions. Places are labeled according to the activities from the log file. Transitions connect places and are
Figure 16: Clustering of data can lead to clusters which have different nodes clustered with same label or different label with same nodes. Both are problematic for calculating the difference.

labeled with the name of the connected places. For this reason even if a place and a transition inherit the same label they are treated differently. An example shows Figure 17 where one place and one transition inherit the label „AB“.

Selection of Mining Algorithms With these requirements it is possible to preselect some miners. The Alpha Miner, Heuristics Miner and Genetic Miner fulfill all of the requirements. By simplifying the visualization for the user by clustering the data, building the difference between two Fuzzy Nets can be very complex and therefore it is not part of the implementation.

Mining Problems do not Matter Process mining algorithms have to deal with some problems e.g. duplicate activities, hidden activities, non-free-choice constructs, noise and more, details about this problems and how to handle them are stated in [55, 56]. Every mining algorithm which discovers a process model is able to handle these problems as good as possible. However, it is possible that problems were not solved by the mining algorithm, for example, the alpha and heuristics miner can not deal with non-free-choice constructs. Therefore the
The difference algorithm only compares the input from the same miner and does not mix them up. For that reason the difference analysis plug-in does not consider these problems while calculating the new model.

7.3 IDE

ProM was developed with Eclipse [14]. On the project page for ProM developers [30] a tutorial shows how to set up Eclipse and which java version should be installed. After installing Eclipse the tutorial demonstrates how to check out the ProM source code from the repository using Subclipse [23]. Based on these tutorials Eclipse was installed and configured to start developing a plug-in for ProM.

8 Implementation and How to Use

This section is divided in 6 steps (8.1 to 8.6). Each step offers a description what is done in the step. Afterwards most of the steps consist of an implementation section where details how the before described concept is implemented are discussed.

8.1 Selecting the Input

As mentioned before in Section 7.2 on page 40 the plug-in features two ways to start it.

One way is to run the plug-in with log files. Using log files opens the wizard which is step 2 of this tutorial. The wizard allows a selection of a mining plug-in as well as selecting the time span which should be mined for each log.
The other way is to mine the log files with plug-ins available in ProM and use their output as input for the difference graph plug-in. The difference graph plug-in requires one of the following inputs: Heuristics Net, Petri Net or Activity Nets. Heuristics and Petri Nets are output formats from different mining plug-ins available within the ProM framework. When a miner does not export to this format it may be possible to convert the output into one of these formats. The Activity Net is a class for representing a process model. The Activity Net is the internal representation of a process model of this implementation. The decision to also allow Activity Nets as input was made to secure that other plug-ins can use the plug-in directly without any additional computation power needed for converting the output. An example, a plug-in exports a Fuzzy Net. Another plug-in offers to convert the Fuzzy Net either to a Heuristics Net or an Activity Net. Both can be used as input for the difference graph plug-in. The only difference between these two is that within the difference graph plug-in the Heuristics Net is converted into the internal representation which is a Activity Net. After generating/converting the input into one of the accepted formats the difference graph plug-in can be started. When the plug-in is started with two already mined models the wizard will be skipped and step 3 is executed.

8.2 Wizard

After selecting the log files and opening the difference graph tool the wizard is started. The wizard allows to select one of three mining algorithms. These are the Heuristics, Genetic and Alpha Miner. A trace picker displayed as a slider allows to select start and end trace for each input file. To enhance useability the trace picker offers additional information, for example, which traces are selected, how many traces are selected and start plus end date of the selection.

Running the plug-in with log files also allows to run the plug-in with the same log file as input1 and input2. Normally this can not produce any differences because the difference between two times the same input is zero. However, the wizard allows to select the time span which should be mined. For example, a log file consists of traces for two year from start of 2007 until the end of 2008. For the first input the whole year 2007 is picked and for the second input the year 2008 is picked. This allows to see the differences between these two years. Therefore the plug-in does not only show the differences of distinct processes it is also capable of showing how a process has evolved.

Figure 18 shows that from the first input 43 traces are used. Start date is 2006.01.01 and end date 2006.12.23. From the second 41 traces for the year 2007 are used. This shows the first differences between the years. In year 2006 the process was executed 43 times while in 2007 it was executed 41 times.

**Implementation** The ProM Framework allows to generate this kind of wizard with build in methods. The built in wizard is used to secure a consistent look and feel within the framework. The wizard method offers everything needed and therefore it was used. The method generates the look and handling, for example,
Figure 18: The wizard is executed each time log files are used as input for the difference graph. The wizard allows selection of mining plug-ins and time span which should be mined for each log.
the buttons on bottom. The wizard method does not generate fields like miner selection or trace picker.

The miner selection is a combo box styled with the "SlickerFactory" [11]. The "SlickerFactory" is a library which allows to style certain elements automatically that they fit into the ProM design and is part of the UIGuidelines [31].

JRangeSlider [20] is used to implement the trace picker for both input log files. The trace picker is useless without chronological ordered traces and this is not a requirement for log files. Therefore before the trace picker can be filled with data, the log file has to be ordered. To do so, the log files where ordered by start date for each trace. To sort the log the Quicksort algorithm [10] was chosen for implementation.

8.3 Internal Representation

After data and miner selection the log files are mined. To mine the logs the chosen algorithm is called once for each of the logs. These calls return different models depending on the chosen algorithm, for example, Petri Nets or Heuristics Nets. This brings together the approaches to use the wizard and to use mined models which where stated in Section 8.1 on page 43.

From here on there are two possible ways. The first is to work with these models as they come. The second is to transform the models into an other model. In this thesis the transformed model is called Activity Net. To use the models directly has the advantage that no transformation is needed. This approach would be very good if there is only one model type. As mentioned before the mining algorithms return different model types and therefore the decision to transform the models was made. Transforming the models leads to several advantages:

Easy extension One advantage is that the tool can be extended easily. To add new model types the only thing to do is to add a transformation routine how the new model type is transformed into an Activity Net.

One difference calculation Another advantage is that the difference calculation is implemented based on the Activity Net. Without the Activity Net the difference calculation has to be implemented for each model type.

One visualization Every of the model types offers a specific visualization. Using these visualizations within the difference graph needs to meet several design choices mentioned in Section 5.2 on page 21. Therefore every visualization needs to be adapted to meet the design choices. With the Activity Net the visualization has to be implemented only once to meet these design choices.

Modular concept Overall using an internal model leads to a modular program where individual parts can be changed independent from the rest of the program. For example changing the calculation routine of the difference will not affect the visualization component.

An Activity Net is represented by a new class which consists of a matrix and a string array. The matrix is an adjacency matrix which consists of weights for each edge. The matrix is not symmetric because the graph is a directed graph. The string array represents the unique names of the nodes. Figure 19 shows on the left a visualization of a Heuristics Net and on the right the visualization
transformed into an adjacency matrix. The string array is shown on top and left of the matrix. Every zero in the matrix represents that there is no edge between two nodes. Values distinct from zero represent the corresponding weight from the visualization.

Figure 19: The Heuristics Net on the left is transformed into the adjacency matrix shown on the right.

8.4 Calculation of the Difference Graph

Before the difference can be calculated the input has to be prepared. There are several things to consider by the calculation and therefore just input1 minus input2 is not practicable. This section first shows the concept which things have to be considered to perform the difference calculation. Afterwards the implementation is described and where it differs from the concept.

Conceptual Considerations The following paragraphs show conceptual thoughts what has to be considered before the difference calculation can be done. The implementation distinguishes from these considerations because the steps are tailored for performance optimization.

Same Order of Activities Even if the log files are identical it is possible that activities have an alternate order when the process is mined. Once the process model is transformed to an adjacency matrices it is important that both matrices have the same order of activities otherwise the difference graph calculation will be incorrect. Therefore one matrix has to be adapted to the other. Figure 20 shows how this problem can look and how to solve such a problem. In the example „Matrix 2“ is adapted to „Matrix 1‟.

An important note at this point is that for the difference graph it is not relevant which matrix has to be adapted. Also the order which activity is first and which is last in the matrix is not important for the difference calculation as long as it is the same order in both matrices. Only the calculation needs the same order of activities. The visualization component does not pick the first row or column to draw first. The visualization algorithm searches in the matrix for the start point/s and draws it/them first.

Deal with New or Deleted Activities When a log contains activities which the other does not contain, the adjacency matrices can be different in
size, figure 21 shows an example. Calculating the difference of two different sized matrices can be very complex. A solution to this problem is when ever a matrix contains an activity which the other does not contain this activity will be inserted with zero weight values.

**Additional Matrix for Change** The evaluation showed that the color coded version will be implemented. To be able to assign the correct color to each node and edge it is important to exactly know what has changed. There are five different types of change which can be calculated if weights are given new, positive changed, unchanged, negative changed and deleted and three types of change new, unchanged and deleted when no weights are given.

There are two ways to visualize the correct style while drawing the difference graph. One is to store the change operation for each edge while the difference graph is calculated, for example, in a matrix. The other is to calculate the style while the difference graph is drawn. The MVC architecture [39] is used and therefore calculating while drawing is no suitable answer. Furthermore why calculate the style again when it was already calculated. Therefore the style is stored in the same way the weights are stored, within an adjacency matrix. Figure 22 at section 8.4 on page 48 shows how such a matrix looks. With this matrix drawing the difference graph is easy. When an edge is drawn the corresponding value from the change matrix will be read and shows which style should be used to draw this edge, for example, when the change matrix states the edge is marked as deleted the color will be red.
Figure 21: Log two consists of lesser activities than log one because activity „Process Data“ does not exist. To be able to calculate the difference the missing activity is inserted with zero values.

Calculate the Difference When both adjacency matrices have the same size and order it is easy to calculate the difference. Just matrix2 minus matrix1 the result is a new matrix which represents the difference graph. To support the visualization process an additional matrix for change operations will be used.

Figure 22 will give an example for difference calculation and a change matrix where every marking is computed at least once. The following list gives details how the markings stated in Section 3.1 on page 9 are calculated when a matrix is given. In this case the input models consist of weights and therefore the list shows an example for five markings. When the input process models do not contain weights only three markings can be calculated and stored within the change matrix. The two markings „Positively changed“ and „Negatively changed“ can not be calculated without weights.

- **New**, an edge is new if the edge in matrix1 has a zero and in matrix2 has an other value. (process data to rendering)
- **Positively changed**, an edge is positively changed if in matrix1 it has a number and in matrix2 it has higher number. (initialize to call miner)
- **Unchanged**, an edge is unchanged if it has the same weight in matrix 1 and matrix 2. (call miner to rendering)
- **Negatively changed**, an edge is negatively changed if in matrix1 it has a number and in matrix2 it has lower number. (edge from initialize to process data)
- **Deleted**, an edge is deleted if the edge in matrix 1 has a value distinct from zero and in matrix 2 a zero. (edge from process data to call miner)
- If an edge has zero values in both matrices no entry is made in the change matrix.
Figure 22: From Matrix1 and Matrix2 the difference and change matrix are calculated. The calculation was Matrix2 minus Matrix1.

Implementation  As mentioned before the implementation differs from the conceptual considerations.

First the concept “Deal with New or Deleted Activities” is addressed. In the concept the input matrices are changed, not changing the input matrices gains performance in comparison to changing both matrices. This is done by merging only the labels of the two inputs and then generating two empty matrices with the length of the merged labels. Figure 23 and Algorithm 1 show all steps which are performed for the difference calculation. Merging the labels is Step 1, generating two empty matrices Step 2. In the further one of these matrices is called difference matrix and the other change matrix. The difference matrix includes the values calculated by the difference calculation. While the change matrix holds the markings assigned to each edge.

The second concept “Same Order of Activities” also changes the input matrices which needs performance to swap rows and columns to have equal matrices. In the implementation the order of the before merged labels is used. They are not rearranged or sorted the order is used as it comes.

As Mentioned before calculating the difference with different matrix size can be complex. In this case the size of the output matrix and row/column labels are given. The third step in the implementation is to insert every value from matrix2 into the difference matrix.

The fourth step is the calculation of the difference. Therefore the values from matrix1 are subtracted from the values stored in the difference matrix. The result of this calculation overrides the value stored within the difference matrix.
In this step the change matrix is filled. Which marking is assigned to which edge is decided by the values from the difference matrix and matrix1. The list from Section 8.4 on page 48 gives details which markings are possible and how they are calculated.

Figure 23: The input for the difference calculation are two matrices. On the right of the matrices the corresponding graph is visualized. Those two matrices are used as input for the difference calculation which is divided in four steps and results in a difference and change matrix. The result is also visualized as color coded graph.

The next section focuses on visualizing the graph. To do this the difference and change matrix are needed.
Algorithm 1 Calculation algorithm

1: \{Step1\}
2: Input1Lables = GetLablesFromInput1();
3: Input2Lables = GetLablesFromInput2();
4: DiffGraphLables = Merge(Input1Lables, Input2Lables);
5: \{Step2\}
6: DiffMatrix = NewMatrix(Length(DiffGraphLables), Length(DiffGraphLables));
7: ChangeMatrix = Copy(DifferenceMatrix);
8: \{Step3\}
9: \textbf{for} In2 = Every Edge From Input2 \textbf{do}
10: \hspace{1em} \textbf{for} Diff = Every Edge From DiffMatrix \textbf{do}
11: \hspace{2em} \textbf{if} GetLabel(In2) equals GetLable(Diff) \textbf{then}
12: \hspace{3em} Diff = In2;
13: \hspace{2em} \textbf{end if}
14: \hspace{1em} \textbf{end for}
15: \textbf{end for}
16: \{Step4\}
17: \textbf{for} In1 = Every Edge From Input1 \textbf{do}
18: \hspace{1em} \textbf{for} Diff = Every Edge From DiffMatrix \textbf{do}
19: \hspace{2em} \textbf{if} GetLabel(In1) == GetLable(Diff) \textbf{then}
20: \hspace{3em} \{Example for New Node\}
21: \hspace{2em} \hspace{1em} \textbf{if} Value(Diff) != 0 AND Value(In1) == 0 \textbf{then}
22: \hspace{3em} \hspace{2em} ChangeMatrix.Insert(GetPosition(Diff), „New“)
23: \hspace{2em} \hspace{1em} \textbf{end if}
24: \hspace{3em} \{Overwrite old, with new weight\}
25: \hspace{2em} Value(Diff) = Value(Diff) - Value(In1);
26: \hspace{2em} \textbf{end if}
27: \hspace{1em} \textbf{end for}
28: \textbf{end for}
8.5 Visualization of the Difference Graph

Figure 24 shows the visualization of the inputs and difference graph mined as Heuristics Net. As mentioned in the design choices in Section 5.2 on page 21 the three containers match their space 20%/20%/60%. For each input 20% of the space within the window is reserved. The two inputs are placed side by side. On bottom of them with a space of 60% the difference graph is displayed. The difference graph is visualized with color coding which was evaluated as the best way to show the differences between the inputs.

- **New** nodes and edges are colored green.
- **Positively changed** nodes and edges are displayed blue.
- **Unchanged** nodes and edges are visualized black.
- **Negatively changed** nodes and edges are shown as orange.
- **Deleted** nodes and edges are visualized red.

The same input log files which where taken to mine Figure 24 where taken as input for Figure 25. The difference is that the inputs of Figure 25 where mined with the Alpha Miner. The Output of the Alpha Miner is a Petri Net.

As mentioned earlier in the design choices the nodes and edges are positioned on the same coordinates in every of the visualizations. For Example node „A“ is positioned on the left in each graph while node „D“ is positioned on the right. This also changes what can be seen within the difference graph. In the Petri Net there are no weights on the edges. No weights means no way to visualize positively and negatively changes. While in the Heuristics Net the Nodes „A“ and „B“ where marked as negatively changed this marking is not possible within the Petri Net. In the Petri Net the nodes are marked as unchanged.

![Figure 24: Screenshot of the Difference graph plug-in. Both inputs are visualized on top and on bottom the difference graph is visualized. The difference graph is visualized with color coded nodes and edges as result from the evaluation.](image-url)
Figure 25: Screenshot of the Difference graph plug-in. The Screenshot shows two input Petri Nets. The difference graph can only visualize three different markings (New (Green), Red (Deleted), Black (Unchanged)).

**Implementation** The positioning of the graphs is done with SplitPanes. Besides the positioning side by side and the difference graph on bottom. SplitPanes allow to move the border which is used to divide the graphs. By moving the border the user is able to re-size the graphs to his needs.

Based on the design choices nodes and edges should be placed on the same position over all three representations. This leads to two possible ways. One is to draw the input first and then the difference graph. The other is to draw the difference graph and based on it the input.

By drawing one input and based on the first input draw the second one has a minor disadvantage. None of both inputs consists of every node and edge which can be displayed in the other input. Imagine the following example. The first graph is drawn with nodes in one row „B“ „C“ „D“. Based on the first graph the second graph is drawn. The second graph consists of a sequence „A“ „B“ „C“ „D“. The node „A“ should be inserted before node „B“ to do so both graphs have to be re-arranged. This is just a simple example with more nodes and edges this can get a challenging task.

To simplify this the first graph to draw can be the difference graph. The difference graph consists of every node and edge available in both inputs and therefore the difference graph is perfect for drawing first. Based on the difference graph the two inputs are drawn. Algorithm 2 shows how the visualization component was implemented.

**How the difference graph is drawn.** For visualizing the difference graph the library „JgraphX“ [19] is used. An object from type „mxGraph“ is instantiated. Afterwards nodes can be added by using the function „insertVertex“ the most important parameters are label and style of the node. The standard style is a rectangle and is only changed when the graph is a Petri Net. Within a Petri Net two styles are possible a rectangle for transitions and a circle for places. The style also consists of the color which represents the marking applied to the node. After inserting the nodes the connections between them have to be inserted. To
do so the function „InsertEdge“ is used. It’s prime parameters are the label of the node which is the calculated weight of a node (stored within the difference matrix). As well as start and end node of the edge and the style which should be applied to the node. After filling the „mxGraph“ object with nodes and edges the graph has to be drawn. To draw a graph the library offers layout algorithms. A control-flow related layout algorithm is the „mxHierarchicalLayout“ and therefore this algorithm was used.

**How the input graphs are drawn.** To draw the input graphs two ways are possible. One is to build a new graph and position the nodes and edges in the way they are positioned in the difference graph. The other is to copy the difference graph and remove nodes and edges which are not displayed in the input. The approach to remove not used nodes and edges was chosen. This approach offers that without manually tweaking the graph it looks exactly the same as the difference graph. Using this approach it is important to first remove the unused edges and then remove unused nodes. The reason for this is that edges are defined by the nodes they are connecting. When a node is deleted the edge can not be selected because the node is not accessible any more. After removing the edges which should not be displayed. The labels of the remaining edges are overwritten by the values stored within the corresponding input matrix. The style of the edges is overwritten by a black edge style. Before drawing the input unused nodes have to be removed and the color of the remaining nodes has to be set to black.

### 8.6 User Interactions

To enhance the usability additional functions are added to the difference graph. The functions zoom, pan and brushing are declared as standard functions by [9]. Based on the evaluation a legend will also be implemented. The functions zoom and legend will be accessible with buttons. These two functions will not be visible permanently. To show and hide these functions with a button should prevent permanent overlapping of the graph. Figure 26 shows an example where the overlay for zoom and legend are displayed within the difference graph. To show all nodes and edges from the two inputs they are zoomed out. The nodes „b“, „c“ and „d“ where selected in the difference graph. This selection is also applied to the two input graphs.

**Zooming**, allows to zoom in and out of the graph. This function can be helpful by small as well as big graphs.

**Panning**, allows to move the graph in vertical and horizontal direction.

**Brushing**, allows to select a node. A selected node is visualized by a different background color. To better fit the difference graph visualization the brushing function was extended. When one node is selected in any graph the corresponding node is also selected in the other graphs. To automatically select the corresponding node in every graph should secure a faster understanding of the difference graph. As shown in Figure 26 brushing also allows to select multiple nodes.
Algorithm 2 Visualization algorithm

1: graph = new mxGraph();
2: {Insert Nodes}
3: for DiffNodes = Every node from the Difference graph do
4:   if DifferenceGraph == PetriNet then
5:     if DiffNodes == Place then
6:       graph.insertVertex(GetLabel(DiffLabel), Circle, GetColor(GetMarking(DiffNodes)));
7:     else
8:       graph.insertVertex(GetLabel(DiffLabel), Rectangle, GetColor(GetMarking(DiffNodes)));
9:   end if
10: else
11:   graph.insertVertex(GetLabel(DiffLabel), Rectangle, GetColor(GetMarking(DiffNodes)));
12: end if
13: end for
14: {Insert Edges}
15: for DiffEdges = Every edge from the Difference graph do
16:   if Edge != 0 or Marking == Unchanged then
17:     graph.insertEdge(GetLabel(DiffEdges), GetFrom(DiffEdges), GetTo(DiffEdges), GetColor(GetMarkingFromMatrix(DiffEdges)));
18: end if
19: end for
20: {Apply Layout}
21: Layout = new mxHierarchicalLayout();
22: graph.execute(Layout);
23: {Generate Input1}
24: Input1Graph = Copy(graph);
25: {Remove Edges}
26: for EdgeDiff = Every Edge From Input1Graph do
27:   DeleteEdge = true;
28:   for EdgeInput1 = Every Edge From Input1 Matrix do
29:     if EdgeInput1 == EdgeDiff then
30:       DeleteEdge = false;
31:       EdgeDiff.Style(black, GetLabel(EdgeInput1));
32:     end if
33:   end for
34:   if DeleteEdge == true then
35:     graph.remove(EdgeDiff)
36:   end if
37: end for
38: {Remove Nodes}
39: for NodeDiff = Every Node From Input1Graph do
40:   DeleteNode = true;
41:   for NodeInput1 = Every Edge From Input1 String Array do
42:     if NodeInput1 == NodeDiff then
43:       DeleteNode = false;
44:       NodeDiff.Style(black, GetLabel(NodeInput1));
45:     end if
46:   end for
47:   if DeleteNode == true then
48:     graph.remove(NodeDiff)
49:   end if
50: end for
51: Do the same for Input2
**Legend**, the legend will only be available within the difference graph visualization. The legend describes either five or three different styles which are visualized through color coding.

**Implementation** For both the zoom and legend function a „JButton“ with an „ActionListener“ was generated. After click on the button the function is displayed. This works based on a multilayer architecture. On the bottom layer the graph is visualized. One layer above the functions zoom an legend are visualized. Both functions are visualized through „JPanels“. The „JPanel“ for the legend consists of a „TableLayout“ which on the left visualizes the style and on the right the label. Every „JPanel“ is styled with the „SlickerFactory“ to allow a seamless integration to the ProM design. The „JPanel“ for the zoom function consists of a styled slider with a minimum value of 10, an origin of 100 and a maximum value of 250. This means that the view can be zoomed by a factor of 2.5 and zoomed out by a factor of 10.

Within the „jgraphx“ library a listener is available which listens for selected cells. A cell can be a node, edge, label or some other things. This listener is used for the brushing function. Each time the listener is activated a request checks if the selection is a node. When the selection is a node the background color of the old selection is set to white. Afterwards the labels of the selection are pushed to all graphs which perform a selection based on the labels. When a label is not available within one graph the label is skipped. A selection is visualized by changing the background color of the nodes to grey.
9 Future Work

This thesis has answered several questions how to visualize the differences between two process models. However, there are still answers which have to be found. In terms of visualization a more detailed evaluation comparing the two styles symbols and color coding can be helpful. This can help to secure the graph is visualized in the way the user understands it the most.

Processes are evolving over time. To visualize this the difference visualization with an input of two process models is not enough. How can the difference calculation compute relevant evolution steps within a process? How can this evolution be visualized?

As mentioned earlier in this thesis there exist many different modeling languages. In this thesis process models consisted of a maximum of two different node types (Petri Nets). What to do when there more are different node types with different semantics? Can the difference graph concept be used within an environment of different nodes?

10 Conclusion

The goal of this thesis was to implement a prototype for difference calculation and visualization. The concept of the difference graph was described. Within the difference graph there are up to five markings possible which show the differences between two processes. To find a visualization for these five markings a literature research was done. There was no single outstanding good representation. Therefore an evaluation was conducted. The goal was to find the best suiting representation for the difference graph. To show a working example of the difference graph a plug-in for the ProM Framework was developed. Before specified requirements, design choices and results of the evaluation where involved during the development process.

One of the big accomplishments was do find a representation for the difference graph. The color coded representation had the overall best ranking. The color coded representation uses a different color for each marking. For nodes the color is applied to the border of the shape and the font. For edges the color is applied on the edge and the font.

The second big accomplishment was to bring the concept and survey results together and implement a prototype. The implementation showed that the concept, requirements, design choices and evaluation results can be combined.

With the results and prototype from this thesis comparing two processes got easier.
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D Abstract

D.1 English

With the increasing usage of computer information systems more data is generated during process execution. Based on this data process mining allows analysis of the executed process. Expressing the differences between two processes is a challenging task which cannot be fulfilled by currently available tools. Based on an evaluation this thesis shows how to visualize the difference between two processes followed by an prototype implementation.

D.2 German

Summary - German

Das Ziel dieser Arbeit war es, die Differenz zweier Prozesse zu berechnen und die Unterschiede zu visualisieren. Eine Einführung in das Gebiet des Prozessmining sorgte für ein fundamentals Verständnis wie aus Logfiles Prozessmodelle erstellt werden.


Der implementierte Prototyp zeigt das sich Konzept, Anforderungen und Evaluierungsergebnisse vereinen lassen.
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